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() Clearings at any time the workload proess jumps above a ertain pre-spei�ed level;(d) Clearing after an exponential time or after rossing a �xed level for theworkload, whihever ours �rst;(e) Clearing at an exponential time after having rossed a �xed level forthe workload.Clearing models were �rst studied mainly for the stok level of umulativeinventory systems [13, 19, 20, 21, 22℄. In the queueing ontext, systemswith work removals have reently attrated muh attention; see e.g. [2,3, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. These papers mainly disuss partial learings of varioustypes. The reasons for reurring total learings, as onsidered in this paper,an be manifold: periodi shutdowns at whih the remaining work is eitherlost or taken over by another system, atastrophi external events whoseappearanes (e.g. having exponentially distributed interarrival times) donot depend on the evolution of the system, the rossing of some ritiallevel foring an overhaul of the system, or a ombination of these types ofbreakdowns. We shall systematially deal with several of these possibilities.All queueing models under onsideration are of the single-server type. Ourmain objetive is to determine for eah system the stationary distribution ofthe workload, a key performane measure for learing models.In all our models we denote the workload at time t by V (t). A typialsample path of V = (V (t))t�0 is shown in Figure 1. At time t = 0 the �rstustomer arrives, S1; S2; : : : are the suessive servie requirements and the�rst learing takes plae at time T . In any queueing system with learing,ustomers will be treated in three di�erent ways. Some will reeive full servie(type I), for others their servie will be started but not ompleted (type II),and there are ustomers who will not get any servie at all due to learing(type III). One may argue that the third type of ustomers is irrelevantbeause these ustomers do not impose any real work on the server. In Figure1, ustomer 5 is of type II, ustomers 6,7 do not reeive servie and are thusof type III, while the others are of type I. One an thus distinguish betweenthe `o�ered workload' proess, whih gives for any time t the total amountof work present in the system, and the `atual workload' proess desribingthe atually proessed part. In Figure 1 this latter proess ontinues alongthe broken line after the arrival of ustomer 5 and hits zero at the learingtime T . In this paper we fous on the �rst proess. The analysis of theatually proessed workload for M=G=1, and of both proesses for G=M=1,is an interesting subjet of further study.2



The paper is organized as follows. In Setions 2 and 3 we onsider M=G=1�rst with deterministi equidistant learing times and then with Poissonlearing times, using a martingale method in both ases. The approah issubsequently extended to inter-learing times whih are hyperexponential orsums of independent exponential random variables. In Setions 4-6 we studythe stationary distribution of the workload for M=G=1 and G=M=1 queues
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Figure 1: a typial sample path of V .with learing when a prespei�ed level is exeeded. First we derive an integro-di�erential equation for the workload density in the general M=G=1 ase,whih leads to an expliit formula for M=M=1. Then the problem is solvedin terms of Laplae-Stieltjes transforms for a large lass of phase-type servietime distributions in Setion 5, while Setion 6 shows how time reversal anbe applied to redueG=M=1 to theM=G=1 ase. In some appliations it takesa ertain random time after reahing the ritial threshold before ation istaken. This ase is also briey disussed in Setion 5, assuming that learingalways takes plae an exponential time after a level rossing. In the �nalSetion 7 we ombine Poisson disaster times and level rossings by learingat either event. 3



2 Deterministi learing times for M=G=1We start with the ase of M=G=1 having learings at the deterministi timeskt0, k = 1; 2; : : : . A basi tool of our analysis in the models with Poissonarrivals is a martingale whih was introdued by Kella and Whitt [14℄. LetX = (X(t))t�0 be a L�evy proess without negative jumps and denote itsexponent by '(�) = logE(e��X(1)). Let (Y (t))t�0 be a proess whih isadapted to X and has bounded variation in �nite intervals, and set Z(t) =X(t) + Y (t). Then the proessM(t) := '(�)Z t0 e��Z(s)ds+ e��Z(0) � e��Z(t) � � Z t0 e��Z(s)dY (s)is a martingale [14℄. In our ase the underlying L�evy proess is X(t) =PN(t)n=0 Sn � t, where N(t) is the Poisson proess of intensity � > 0 ountingthe number of ustomer arrivals in (0; t℄; t � 0, and S1; S2; : : : are the servietimes of the suessive ustomers, while the initial workload is S0 � x � 0.The ommon distribution funtion of the Sn; n � 1, is denoted by G(�), itsexpeted value by 1=� and its Laplae-Stieltjes transform (LST) by G�(�).Let L(t) := �min[inf0�s�tX(s); 0℄ and Y (t) := L(t)+(�=�)t. ThenW (t) :=X(t) +L(t) is the virtual waiting time proess of the M=G=1 queue withoutlearings, starting at x, and the Kella-Whitt martingale for Z(t) := W (t) +(�=�)t yields0 = E(M(0)) = E(M(t0))= '(�)E�Z t00 e��W (s)��sds jW (0) = x�+e��x � E �e��W (t0)��t0 j W (0) = x���E�Z t00 e��W (s)��sd(L(s) + (�=�)s) jW (0) = x� ; (2.1)where '(�) := � � �(1 �G�(�)). Sine L inreases only when W = 0, it islear thatE�Z t00 e��W (s)��sdL(s) j W (0) = x� = E�Z t00 e��sdL(s) j W (0) = x�=: �(� j x): (2.2)It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that('(�)� �)E�Z t00 e��W (s)��sds j W (0) = x�= �e��x + E(e��W (t0)��t0 j W (0) = x) + ��(� j x): (2.3)4



In deriving Theorem 1 below, whih presents an exat expression for the LSTof the stationary workload distribution, we must distinguish between � > �and � < �.Case 1: 1=� < 1=� = �(G�)0(0+).Now for every � � 0 the equation '(�) = � has exatly one positive realsolution �0(�), beause it is equivalent to 1�G�(�) = (���)=� and 1�G�(�)is stritly onave and inreasing from 0 to 1, as � runs from 0 to 1, andhas a slope larger than 1=� at 0. Inserting �0(�) in (2.3), we �nd that�(� j x) = �e��0(�)x � e��t0E(e��0(�)W (t0) j W (0) = x)� =�0(�): (2.4)Note that E(e��W (t0) j W (0) = x) is the LST of the virtual waiting time of thestandard M=G=1 queue at time t0 (without learings), whih is known (seee.g. [6℄, Ch. II.4.5). Now let Ve be a random variable whose distribution isthe steady-state law of V . By the ergodi theorem for regenerative proesses,this steady-state law has the LSTE[e��Ve℄ := t�10 E�Z t00 e��W (s)ds jW (0) = 0� : (2.5)To determine this LST, it suÆes to take � = 0 in (2.3), beause �0(0) > 0in the ase 1=� < 1=�. Setting � = x = 0 in (2.4) yields�(0 j 0) = E(L(t0)) = �1� E �e��0(0)W (t0) j W (0) = 0�� =�0(0); (2.6)and now setting � = x = 0 in (2.3) and inserting (2.6) gives the desired LST(2.5).Case 2: 1=� > 1=�.Now the positive root �0(�) exists only for � > 0. It follows from (2.3) and(2.4) thatE�Z t00 e��W (s)��sds jW (0) = 0� (2.7)= E �e��W (t0)��t0 j W (0) = 0�� 1 + �1 � e��t0E(e��0(�)W (t0) j W (0) = 0)�0(�)'(�)� �for � > 0 and � 2 (0;1)nf�0(�)g. As � ! 0+, it is easily seen that�0(�)�1� ! 1� (�=�), and therefore taking limits in (2.7) results inE�Z t00 e��W (s)ds jW (0) = 0� = '(�)�1�E �e��W (t0) j W (0) = 0� � 1+��E(W (t0) jW (0) = 0) + (1� ��)t0��: (2.8)5



Finally, the ase � = � is settled by taking the limit � � � ! 0 in (2.8)(or, equivalently, in the formula resulting for � > �). We have expressed thestationary distribution of V in terms of the LST of the virtual waiting timeof the regular M=G=1 queue at time t0:Theorem 1 The stationary distribution of the workload proess for M/G/1with deterministi learing times kt0; k = 1; 2; : : : has the LSTE[e��Ve℄ = (t0'(�))�1�E �e��W (t0) j W (0) = 0�� 1+ ��0(0) �1� E �e��0(0)W (t0) j W (0) = 0���; if � > �;and E[e��Ve℄ = (t0'(�))�1�E �e��W (t0) j W (0) = 0� � 1+��E(W (t0) jW (0) = 0) + (1 � ��)t0��; if � � �:Remark. The funtion �0(�), � > 0, is given by�0(�) = � + �(1 �m(�)); (2.9)where m(�) is the LST of the length of a busy period of the ordinaryM=G=1queue without learings, i.e., m(�) is, for any � > 0, the unique solution ofthe equation m(�) = G�(� + �(1 �m(�)))in (0; 1). It suÆes to observe that'(� + �(1�m(�))) = � + �(1 �m(�))� �[1 �G�(� + �(1 �m(�)))℄= � + �(1 �m(�))� �[1 �m(�)℄ = �:In partiular, in the ase � > � we have �0(0) = �P(B < 1), where Bdenotes a busy period of the M=G=1 queue without learings.3 The M=G=1 queue under exponential lear-ingWe retain the notation introdued in Setion 2. Now let learings take plaeat time instants that form a Poisson proess whih is independent of the6



arrival proess and the servie times and has intensity �. Let T = T (�)denote the �rst learing time. Then T is exponentially distributed withmean 1=�. We �rst provide a new short proof of a result due to Jain andSigman [12℄, the orollary below.Theorem 2E(e��W (T ) j W (0) = x) = �� � '(�) �e��x � �e��0(�)x�0(�) � ; � � 0: (3.1)Proof. Consider again the Kella-Whitt martingale, this time with � = 0:M(t) = '(�)Z t0 e��W (s) ds+ e��W (0) � e��W (t) � �L(t); t � 0: (3.2)Apply the optional sampling theorem with stopping time T to (3.2). Itfollows that'(�)E�Z T0 e��W (s)ds j W (0) = x� = �e��x + E(e��W (T ) j W (0) = x)+�E(L(T ) j W (0) = x): (3.3)Using PASTA for W (�) yieldsE(e��W (T ) j W (0) = x) = �E�Z T0 e��W (s)ds j W (0) = x� : (3.4)>From (3.3) and (3.4) we obtain'(�)� �� E(e��W (T ) j W (0) = x) = � e��x + �E(L(T ) j W (0) = x):(3.5)The last term in (3.5) an be omputed by inserting � = �0(�):E(L(T ) j W (0) = x) = e��0(�)x�0(�) ; (3.6)and (3.5) and (3.6) together result in (3.1).Corollary. The stationary distribution of V (�) has the LST(E(T ))�1E�Z T0 e��W (s)ds j W (0) = 0� = �� � '(�) �1� ��0(�)� : (3.7)7



As an example let us onsider M=M=1, i.e. G(x) = 1 � e��x; x � 0. In thisase '(�) = �� �(1 � ��+ � ) = �(� � �+ �)�+ � :Let Ve again denote a random variable having the stationary distribution ofV (�). By the orollary,E(e��Ve) = �(� + �)(�0(�) � �)(� � �1(�)) �1 � ��0(�)� ; (3.8)where �0(�) and �1(�) are the positive and the negative root of the quadratiequation �2 � �(�� � + �)� �� = 0;that is, �0(�) = 12(���+ � + [(�� �+ �)2 +4��℄1=2) and �1(�) = 12(�� �+� � [(�� � + �)2 + 4��℄1=2). Sine �0(�)j�1(�)j = ��, we an write (3.8) asE(e��Ve) = j�1(�)j� + j�1(�)j �+ �� ; (3.9)whih yields E(e��Ve) ��+ � = j�1(�)j� + j�1(�)j : (3.10)By (3.10), the onvolution of Ve with an exp(�)-distributed random variableis exp(j�1(�)j)-distributed, and the LST of Ve is the ratio of the LSTs ofthese exponential random variables. This is similar to the ordinary M=M=1queue, where the sum of the waiting time (workload just before arrival) andservie time is exponentially distributed.Remark. An alternative proof of Theorem 2 is based on Formulas (II.4.92)and (II.4.99) of Cohen [6℄ for the M=G=1 queue. (II.4.92) states thatZ 10 e��zP(W (z) = 0jW (0) = x) dz = e��0(�)x�0(�) ; (3.11)where we have used the remark in Setion 2, while by (II.4.99)E[e��W (T ) j W (0) = x℄ = Z 10 e��y Z 10 �e��t dyP(W (t) < y jW (0) = x) dt= �e��x� � '(�) � �� Z 1t=x e��t Z t�xu=0 e[��'(�)℄[t�x�u℄P(W (u+ x) = 0 j W (0) = x) du dt: (3.12)8



Substitution of (3.11) in (3.12) and an interhange of integration results in(3.1).The above approah an be extended to inter-learing times whih are hyper-exponentially distributed or sums of independent exponential random vari-ables. We briey outline the approah in both ases.Case A: hyperexponential learingSuppose that T is hyperexponentially distributed, with densityfT (y) := kXn=1 pnne�ny; y > 0;with 0 < pn < 1, n = 1; : : : ; k, and Pkn=1 pn = 1. Adaptation of theproedure skethed in the above remark, usingE[e��W (T ) j W (0) = x℄= kXn=1 pn Z 10 e��y Z 10 ne�ntdyP(W (t) < y jW (0) = x) dt;(see the �rst line of (3.12)), results in the following adaptation of (3.1):E[e��W (T ) jW (0) = x℄ = kXn=1 pnnn � '(�) �e��x � �e��0(n)x�0(n) � ; � � 0:(3.13)An alternative derivation an be obtained by adapting the optional samplingargument given in the proof of Theorem 2.Case B: Clearing after a sum of exponentialsFirst onsider the ase in whih T = T1 + T2, where T1 and T2 are indepen-dent periods that are exponentially distributed with parameters �1 and �2,respetively. Then E[e��W (T1)℄ is given by (3.1) with � replaed by �1, andE[e��W (T1+T2) jW (T1) = y℄ = �2�2 � '(�) �e��y � �e��0(�2)y�0(�2) � ; � � 0:9



Combination of these two results givesE[e��W (T1+T2) j W (0) = x℄ (3.14)= Z 10 E[e��W (T1+T2) j W (T1) = y℄ P(W (T1) 2 dy j W (0) = x)= �2�2 � '(�) �E[e��W (T1) j W (0) = x℄� �E[e��0(�2)W (T1) j W (0) = x℄�0(�2) � :More generally, let T = T1 + � � �+ Tk, the Tj's being independent and expo-nentially distributed with rates �j , j = 1; : : : ; k. If we set�i(�; x) := E[e��W (T1+���+Ti) jW (0) = x℄; i = 1; : : : ; k;then it follows, exatly as in (3.14), that�i+1(�; x) = �i+1�i+1 � '(�) ��i(�; x)� ��i(�0(�i+1); x)�0(�i+1) � : (3.15)In this way, after n iterations we arrive at �n(�; x), n = 1; : : : ; k. Further-more, if we wish to determine the steady-state distribution of the workloadduring a learing period, then we an average over the suessive periodsT1, T2; : : : ; Tk, applying PASTA to eah period to equate the workload LST�i(�; x) at the end of the ith period to the LST of the workload at an arbi-trary point in time during that period.4 Clearing at level rossings for M=G=1In the subsequent Setions 4-6, the system is leared whenever the workloadrosses the level q > 0, so that the �rst learing takes plae at time Tq =infft � 0 j W (t) � qg. First let us look at the general M=G=1 queue; weonly assume that the servie time has a ontinuous density g(x) on [0; q℄.Let p(x) be the stationary density of the workload, 0 < x < q, and let p0 bethe stationary probability that the system is empty. Considering what anhappen in a small time interval of length � > 0, we �nd for � # 0 thatp(x) =p0��g(x) + (1� ��)p(x+ �) (4.1)+ ��Z x0 p(x� u)g(u) du+ o(�); 0 < x < q;10



and p0 =(1� ��)p0 + (1 � ��)Z �0 p(u) du (4.2)+ p0��Z 1q g(u) du+ ��Z q0 p(u)�Z 1q�u g(v) dv�du+ o(�):>From (4.1) and (4.2) we onlude thatp0(x)� �p(x) + �Z x0 p(x� u)g(u) du+ p0�g(x) = 0; 0 < x < q; (4.3)p(0+) � �p0 Z q0 g(u) du+ �Z q0 p(u)�Z 1q�u g(v) dv�du = 0: (4.4)Furthermore, p0 + Z q0 p(x)dx = 1: (4.5)In the ase g(x) = �e��x, x � 0, i.e. for M=M=1, a losed-form solution ispossible. For more general servie-time distributions of phase-type, we prefera method based on the Kella-Whitt martingale; that approah will be usedin Setion 5. In the M=M=1 ase, (4.3) beomesp0(x)� �p(x) + ��Z x0 p(u)e��(x�u)du+ p0��e��x = 0;whih yields for the funtion y(x) = p(x)e�x the seond-order linear di�eren-tial equation y00(x)� (� + �)y0(x) + ��y(x) = 0: (4.6)If � = �=� 6= 1, it follows that y(x) = 1e�x + 2e�x, while if � = 1, thegeneral solution of (5.6) is y(x) = 1e�x + 2xe�x. The onstants 1, 2 andp0 an now be omputed by inserting p(x) = e��xy(x) in (4.3) { (4.5). Alenghty alulation yields the following formulas.Theorem 3 For M=M=1 with learing time Tq, the stationary density of theworkload is for x 2 [0; q℄ given byp(x) =8>><>>: (�� 1)�(e(���)q � e(���)x)((� + �q)(�� 1) � �)e(���)q + 1 ; if � 6= 1;�2(q � x)�2q2 + �q + 1 ; if � = 1;11



and the stationary probability of the system being empty isp0 = 8>><>>: (�� 1)(�e(���)q � 1)((�+ �q)(�� 1) � �)e(���)q + 1 if � 6= 1;�q + 1�2q2 + �q + 1 ; if � = 1:5 TheM=PH=1 type queue with level rossinglearingWe assume in this setion that the servie requests have a phase-type distri-bution with LST of the formG�(�) = nXi=1 pi kiYj=1 �ij�ij + �; (5.1)where n; k1; : : : ; kn 2 N; p1; : : : ; pn are positive, nPi=1 pi = 1, and �ij > 0. Forexample, Coxian and hyperexponential distributions have LSTs of this type(see Asmussen [1℄, p. 74, for this lass of distributions). For simpliity weassume that all �ij are distint (otherwise we obtain the stationary distribu-tion of W (t) by taking a simple limit). Notie that n = 1; k1 = 1 resultsin the exponential ase of the previous setion. As in Setion 4, the �rstlearing takes plae at time Tq = infft � 0 j W (t) � qg. Let W (0) = 0. TheKella-Whitt martingale yields('(�)� �)E0� TqZ0 e��W (s)��s ds1A= �1 + E(e��W (Tq)��Tq) + �E0� TqZ0 e��s dL(s)1A ; (5.2)where '(�) = �� � 1 � nXi=1 pi kiYj=1 �ij�ij + �! : (5.3)By the struture of G�(�), any servie time an be thought of as being gen-erated by �rst seleting an index i 2 f1; : : : ; ng aording to the probability12



distribution (p1; : : : ; pn) and then arrying out ki suessive phases whih areindependent and exponentially distributed with means 1=�i1; : : : ; 1=�iki . LetCij be the event that the level q is �rst rossed by the phase with distribu-tion exp(�ij). Let `(�) := E(TqR0 e��s dL(s)) and hij(�) := E(e��Tq1Cij ); i =1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; ki. Given Cij, the overshoot W (Tq) � q is exp(�ij)-distributed and independent of Tq. Thus we an rewrite the right-hand sideof (5.2) as�1 + nXi=1 kiXj=1 P(Cij)e��q �ij�ij + �E(e��Tq j Cij) + �`(�)= �1 + nXi=1 kiXj=1 e��q �ij�ij + �hij(�) + �`(�): (5.4)As before, we now try to get the left-hand side of (5.2) equal to zero. LetN = k1 + � � �+ kn and let 0 < m1 < � � � < mN be the �ij in asending order.For any � > 0, the equation '(�) � � = 0, i.e.� + � � � = � nXi=1 pi kiYj=1 �ij�ij + �; (5.5)has a solution in every interval (�m`;�m`�1); ` = 2; : : : ; N , beause thefuntion on the right-hand side of (5.5) runs there from 1 to �1, andit has one solution in (�m1; 0) and one in (0;1), beause the right-handfuntion is stritly onvex on (�m1;1), dereases there from 1 to 0 and issmaller than �+ � at zero.Thus we have N+1 real zeros �1(�); : : : ; �N+1(�) of the equation '(�)�� =0, and (5.2) and (5.4) yieldnXi=1 kiXj=1 e��h(�)q �ij�ij + �h(�)hij(�) + �h(�)`(�) = 1; h = 1; : : : ; N + 1:(5.6)(5.6) is a system of N + 1 linear equations for the N + 1 unknowns `(�)and hij(�); i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; ki. Now we an express the stationarydistribution of W (t) in terms of `(�) and the funtions hij(�). First notethat E(e��Tq) = nXi=1 kiXj=1 hij(�); (5.7)13



and E(Tq) = � nXi=1 kiXj=1 h0ij(0): (5.8)The LST of the stationary joint distribution of the workload and the timeelapsed sine the last learing is (use (5.2) and (5.4)):E0� TqZ0 e��W (s)��s ds1AE(Tq) = nXi=1 kiXj=1 e��q �ij�ij + �hij(�) + �`(�)� 1('(�)� �)E(Tq) : (5.9)Setting � = 0 in (5.9) we obtain the LST of the stationary workload distri-bution.Remarks. (1) By the above approah we an also derive the LST of thestationary distribution for the learing time Tq + T (�); if we know the over-shoot distribution of W (Tq) � q. The interpretation of Tq + T (�) is thatafter reahing the ritial level q it may still take an exponential time beforethe system is leared. Indeed, the desired LST of the stationary workloaddistribution is given byE(Tq)E(Tq) + ��1 f1(�) + ��1E(Tq) + ��1 f2(�);where f1(�) is the LST of the stationary workload under Tq (whih we havejust omputed) and f2(�) is the LST of the stationary distribution of the fol-lowing regenerative proess: In eah yle it is an M=G=1 workload proesswith the law of W (Tq) as initial distribution, and the yle lengths are inde-pendent of the proess and exp(�)-distributed. Using the results of Setion3, f2(�) is easily omputed, one the distribution of W (Tq) is known. In thephase-type ase onsidered above, the LST of W (Tq) is given by (f. (5.4))E(e��W (Tq)) = nXi=1 kiXj=1 hij(0)e��q �ij�ij + �;so that the distribution of W (Tq)� q is a mixture of N exponential distribu-tions with weights hij(0): In the ase of general servie times the distributionof W (Tq) was derived in [18℄, also in terms of LSTs, in the ontext of a busyperiod analysis of queueing systems with restrited aessibility.(2) The analysis above indiates that the integro-di�erential equation of theprevious setion may be solvable for the more general lass of distributionswith LSTs of the type (5.1), exploiting the underlying onvolution struture.14



6 Clearing G=M=1 with TqIn this setion we study V qG=M=1 = (V qG=M=1(t))t�0, the workload proess ofthe G=M=1-type queue under the threshold learing rule Tq. We denoteby F qG=M=1(�) its steady-state distribution. The analysis of F qG=M=1(�) and ofthe law of Tq is based on a duality between G=M=1-type and M=G=1-typemodels, whih is generated by time reversal ; for other appliations of thistehnique see [16, 5, 18℄. To introdue this duality in our ontext, we start byde�ning V qM=G=1 = (V qM=G=1(t))t�0 to be the workload proess of the followingM=G=1-type queueing system:(a) Customers arrive aording to a Poisson proess with rate � but enterthe system only if they have to wait in line less than q time units.Otherwise, they leave the system without servie. However, ustomerswho do enter the system are ompletely served.(b) The servie required by the �rst ustomer in a busy period is dif-ferent from those of the others. The servie times of the ustomerswho entered the system during a busy period are of the form S1 +q; S2; S3; :::; SK, where S1; S2; :::; are i.i.d. random variables with theommon distribution funtion G(x), mean 1=� and LST G�(�) andK isthe number of ustomers served in this busy period. Sine q is onstant,the LST of the �rst servie time in any busy period is e��qG�(�).() The idle periods are deleted and the busy periods are glued together, sothat the ompletion times of busy periods generate a renewal proessand V qM=G=1 is a regenerative proess.Let F qM=G=1(�) and �q = infft > 0 : V qM=G=1(t) = 0g be the steady-statedistribution of V qM=G=1 and the duration of the orresponding �rst busy period,respetively. F qM=G=1 has no atom at 0 beause the idle periods have beendeleted. The steady-state density f qM=G=1(x) an be derived by level rossingtheory (see [7℄ and [8℄). Aording to this tehnique, f qM=G=1(x) is equal tothe average number of downrossings of level x by V qM=G=1 per unit time (orthe average number of uprossings, sine the two are obviously equal). Thereare two possibilities for V qM=G=1 to upross x:(a) V qM=G=1 jumps from some w 2 (0; x) to some y > x, i.e., has a jump ofsize greater than x� w from w; 15



(b) V qM=G=1 hits zero and either x 2 (0; q) or x � q and the jump, say q + S,satis�es S > x� q.Therefore, f qM=G=1(x) is a solution of of the following Pollazek-Khinthineintegral equation:f qM=G=1(x) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: �Z x0 [1�G(x� w)℄f qM=G=1(w) dw + f qM=G=1(0); x < q;�Z q0 [1�G(x �w)℄f qM=G=1(w) dw+f qM=G=1(0)[1 �G(x � q)℄; x � q:(6.1)We will solve this equation expliitly below. But �rst we want to relate thelaw of V qM=G=1 with that of V qG=M=1. To this end we desribe the dynamis ofV qG=M=1 as follows. De�ne the ompound proess Y (t) = X1+X2+:::X�(t)�t,where X1;X2; ::: are independent and exp(�)-distributed random variablesand �(t) is a renewal proess whose interarrival time has the distributionfuntion G. The proess V (t) = Y (t)�min0�s�t Y (s) an be interpreted asthe workload proess of the regular G=M=1 queue and Tq = infft : V (t) � qgas the �rst learing time of this system. The proess V qG=M=1 we are interestedin an be onstruted as a regenerative proess whose yles are stohastirepliations of (V (t))0�t�Tq. Note that eah yle of V qG=M=1 starts with an idleperiod whih is independent of all previous yles and everything happeningafter its end.The next lemma shows how Tq and F qG=M=1 an be desribed in terms of �qand F qM=G=1.Lemma 1 (i) Tq has the same distribution as �q � q.(ii) F qG=M=1(x) = (q + E(Tq))[1� F qM=G=1(q � x)℄� xE(Tq) ; 0 � x � q:Proof. (i) The following onstrution is desribed pathwise in Figures 2 (a),(b), (). Consider the workload proess V qM=G=1, as illustrated by one of itstypial sample paths in Figure 2(a), and derive from it the reversed proess,the so-alled elapsed waiting time (EWT) proess EqM=G=1 = (EqM=G=1(t))t�0.EqM=G=1(t) is de�ned as the time elapsed sine the arrival of the ustomer16



being served at time t. Figure 2(b) presents the EWT path orresponding tothe workload path in Figure 2(a). It is known that the steady-state law ofV qM=G=1 is equal to that of EqM=G=1; this fat an be proved in di�erent ways(see [16℄ and [15℄); indeed these steady-state laws must oinide beausetime averages are the same no matter whether they are taken forward orbakward in time. (See also Remark (1) below for a more general argument.)Now de�ne the trunated EWT proess �EqM=G=1 = ( �EqM=G=1(t))t�0 by�EqM=G=1(t) = � EqM=G=1(t); if EqM=G=1(t) < qq; if EqM=G=1(t) � qand onstrut from it the proess �V q = (�V q(t))t�0, where �V q(t) = q ��EqM=G=1(t); the orresponding sample path of �V q is given in Figure 2().A little reetion on the �gures shows that �V q(t) = q � t for 0 � t � q and( �V q(q+ t))0�t��q�q has the same distribution as (V qG=M=1(t))0�t�Tq. Assertion(i) follows immediately.(ii) Let �F qV (�) and �F qE(�) be the steady-state distribution funtions of �V qand �EqM=G=1, respetively. It is obvious from the onstrution that �F qV (x) =1� �F qE(q � x) for 0 < x � q. We obtain1� F qM=G=1(q � x) = 1� �F qE(q � x)= �F qV (x)= qq + ETq xq + E(Tq)q + E(Tq)F qG=M=1(x);where the �rst step follows from time reversal, while for the third equalitywe use that �F qV (�) is a mixture of F qG=M=1(�) and the uniform distribution on[0; q). The proof of (ii) is omplete.Remarks. (1) The following general onstrution indiates an alternativeway to prove the equality of the steady-state laws of V qM=G=1 and EqM=G=1.Derive from V qM=G=1 a new proess Zq = (Zq(t))t�0 as follows:(a) Zq(0) = V qM=G=1(0).(b) Zq has ontinuous sample paths whih are pieewise linear with alternat-ing slopes a > 0 and �b < 0, starting at 0 with slope a.() The onseutive values of Zq(t) at the times where the slopes are hangingare the same as those of V qM=G=1(t) at its peaks, that is, they are equal toV qM=G=1(S1�); V qM=G=1(S1+); V qM=G=1(S2�); V qM=G=1(S2+); : : : , where S1; S2; : : :17



are the arrival times of admitted ustomers, i.e. the jump times of V qM=G=1.Fluid proesses of this type, in partiular their steady-state distributions,were onsidered in [5℄. Let f q be the steady-state density of Zq. The statusproess J(t) is de�ned to be 1 or 0 if Zq(t) has slope a or �b in [t; t+ "℄ forsome " > 0, respetively. Furthermore, let f qu (f qd ) be the improper density ofthe subprobability measure P (Zq(t) 2 �; J(t) = 1) (P (Zq(t) 2 �; J(t) = 0)) insteady state. Then obviously f q = f qu + f qd . Using time reversal, it is shownin [5℄ that af qu(x) = bf qd (x)for all x > 0, so that f q(x) = (1 + (b=a))f qd (x) = (1 + (a=b))f qu(x). It followsthatf q(x) = f q(x)R10 f q(x) dx = (1 + (b=a))f qd (x)R10 (1 + (b=a))f qd (x) dx = f qd (x)R10 f qd (x) dx:The right-hand expression is the stationary onditional density of Zq giventhat the status proess is 0. This density is thus independent of a and b, andby hoosing b = 1 and letting a!1 it is seen that f q is also the steady-statedensity of V qM=G=1. We also havef q(x) = (1 + (a=b))f qu(x)R10 (1 + (a=b))f qu(x) dx = f qu(x)R10 f qu(x) dx;so that f q is also the onditional density of Zq given that the status proessis 1. Sine it is independent of a and b, it also represents the steady-statedensity of EqM=G=1 (let a = 1 and b ! 1). Consequently, the steady-statelaws of EqM=G=1 and V qM=G=1 oinide.(2) Clearly, F qG=M=1(0) is the steady-state probability that the G=M=1 systemunder learing rule Tq is empty.(3) By part (i) of Lemma 2, the distribution of Tq is easily obtained fromthat of �q. During [0; �q), its �rst busy period, the above M=G=1-type queuean be desribed as a system that refuses aess to all ustomers arrivingwhile its workload exeeds q. The LST of the busy period length, i.e. of �q,was derived in [18, Theorem 2℄.Now let us solve (6.1). By Lemma 1, this is suÆient to determine F qG=M=1(x).Set ge(x) = �[1 � G(x)℄ and denote by g�(n)e (x) its nfold onvolution (withthe onvention that g�(0)e (x) = 1) and by L its renewal funtion L(x) =P1n=0 g�(n)e (x). For x < q, eq. (6.1) is a renewal equation with the solutionf qM=G=1(x) = f qM=G=1(0)L(x): (6.2)18



For x � q we getf qM=G=1(x) = f qM=G=1(0)Z q0 Q(x� w)L(w) dw ++f qM=G=1(0)[1�G(x� q)℄:(6.3)The onstant f qM=G=1(0) an be omputed from (6.2)-(6.3) and the normaliz-ing ondition R10 f qM=G=1(x) dx = 1. Thus, we haveLemma 2f qM=G=1(x) = 8<: f qM=G=1(0)L(x); x < q;f qM=G=1(0) �Z q0 Q(x� w)L(w) dw + 1�G(x� q)� ; x � q;wherefqM=G=1(0) = �Z q0 L(x) dx+ Z 1q Z q0 Q(x� w)L(w) dw dx+Z 1q [1�G(x� q)℄ dx��1:7 The M=PH=1-type queue for min[Tq; T (�)℄In this setion we study the learing rule T = min[Tq; T (�)℄ for theM=PH=1-type queue onsidered in Setion 5. Thus, learing takes plae after an ex-ponential time or at the next rossing of the threshold q, whihever ours�rst. Let W (0) = 0. We have to ompute the LST of the pair (W (T ); T ).Write E(e��W (T )��T ) = E(e��W (T )��T1fTq<T (�)g)+ E(e��W (T )��T1fTq�T (�)g): (7.1)The �rst term on the right-hand side of (7.1) is given byE(e��W (T )��T1fTq<T (�)g)= E(E(e��W (Tq)��Tq1fTq<T (�)g j Tq))= E(E(e��W (Tq)��Tqe��Tq j Tq))= E(e��W (Tq)�(�+�)Tq); (7.2)19



and the right-hand side of (7.2) has been omputed in Setion 5. The seondterm on the right-hand side of (7.1) is equal toE(e��W (T (�))��T (�))� E(e��W (�))��T (�)1fTq<T (�)g): (7.3)The LST E(e��W (T (�))��T (�)) has already been derived in Setion 3. Regard-ing the seond term in (7.3), note that, by the memoryless property of thedistribution of T (�), the onditional distribution of the pair (W (T (�)); T (�)),given that W (Tq) = w and Tq = t < T (�), is equal to the unonditional dis-tribution of (W (T (�)); t+ T (�)), where W (�) starts at w. Hene,E(e��W (T (�))��T (�))1fTq<T (�)g)= P(Tq < T (�)) E(e��W (T (�))��T (�) j Tq < T (�))= 1Z0 e��tdP(Tq < t)ZR2+ E(e��W (T (�))��T (�) j Tq < T (�); W (Tq) = w; Tq = t)dP(W (Tq) < w; Tq < t)= E(e��Tq)ZR2+ E(e��W (T (�))��(t+T (�)) j W (0) = w)dP(W (Tq) < w; Tq < t):The joint distribution of W (Tq) and Tq was determined in Setion 5. Thus,both terms on the right-hand side of (7.1) have been obtained. For thestationary distribution we �nally needE(min[Tq; T (�)℄) = ��1(1 � E(e��Tq)):We have proved the following theorem.Theorem 4 For T = min[Tq; T (�)℄ we haveE(e��W (T )��T ) = E(e��W (Tq)�(�+�)Tq) + E(e��W (T (�))��T (�))� E(e��Tq)ZR2+ e��tE(e��W (T (�))��T (�) j W (0) = w) Q(dw; dt);where the LSTs of (W (T (�)); T (�)) and of (W (Tq); Tq) have been derived inSetions 3 and 5, respetively, and Q is the joint distribution of W (Tq) andTq. The LST of the stationary distribution of W (t) for the learing period Tis given by �E(e��W (T ))=(1 � E(e��Tq)):20
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Figure 2: (a) A sample path of V qM=G=1; (b) the orresponding sample pathsof EqM=G=1 and EqM=G=1 (bold); () the orresponding sample path of V q.23


